
With easy-to-use features that include instant PTT calls, live presence, GPS 

mapping, text messaging, emergency alarms, man down, lone worker, and data 

file transfer, LINX simplifies multiple communication technologies into a single 

real-time solution.  
 

The primary business critical app, Push-to-talk, has become a relied upon,  

instant radio-style communication amongst various industries. PTT users value 

the convenience and productivity of setting up calls with the push of a button to 

immediately relay a message over the speaker of another’s handset. PTT calls 

are business-focused and relied on to connect immediately. LINX boasts  

lightening fast connectivity as its #1 feature. Try it today and see for yourself! 
 

Designed to operate on rugged, purpose-built devices while maximizing the  

expansive coverage and connectivity of broadband and WiFi networks, LINX  

delivers a feature-rich solution right to the palm of fleets, workers and  

managers who need it most!  
 

LINX isn’t only an alternative to traditional communication, but also a great  

tool to optimize internal correspondence and work flows for diverse global  

organizations. 

 

 

Live presence & instant PTT, integration of 

voice, GPS and data—all on mobile devices 
 

Instant voice communication leveraging  

existing broadband networks and WiFi  
 

Integration of communication applications, 

interoperability, security, and data sharing 
 

Extend your coverage area using broadband 

networks, reach your team anywhere there  

is internet capabilities or utilize WiFi for  

indoor coverage 
 

Centralize management of internal/ external 

contacts with real-time synchronization on 

user devices and desktop dashboard 



  Push-To-Talk: 

  Instant push-to-talk, two-way functionality  

  with call history, call recording, call logging, 

  and emergency alarms 
 
  GPS Tracking: 

  Real-time status of users with GPS  

  location tracking, presence notification  

  and unit polling requests 
 
 Text Messaging with File Transfer: 

 SMS communication and instant  

 messaging between users and dispatch 
 
 Emergency Alarms: 

 Emergency alarms, Man Down and  

 Lone Worker features for personnel safety 

 Real-Time Push-To-Talk 
 Private Call, Group Call,                  

Broadcast 
 Desktop PC Dashboard 
 Emergency Alarms 
 Unit Polling 
 Location Mapping 
 Breadcrumbs (GPS tracking) 
 Status/ Presence  
 Text Messaging 
 Availability Notification 
 Man Down / Lone Worker 
 Cross Carrier and WiFi 
     (WiFi/ WiFi, Carrier/ Carrier,  
      WiFi/ Carrier) 
 PTT Accessories  
 Purpose-Built Devices and                   

Accessories 


